WELCOME TO THE HOME OF THE SCHUMANNS

Contact

INFORMATION
Schumann-Verein Leipzig e. V.
Inselstraße 18 · 04103 Leipzig
Tel: +49 341 3939-2191
info@schumann-haus.de
www.schumann-haus.de
Opening hours
Monday–Friday 2 p.m.–6 p.m.
Saturday–Sunday 10 a.m.–6 p.m.
Museum director: Gregor Nowak
Curator: Prof. Dr. Beatrix Borchard
Exhibition design: Homann Güner Blum studio for
visual communication – Karsten Blum
PR & Marketing: accolade pr – Franziska Franke-Kern

EXPERIMENT
OF AN ARTIST
MARRIAGE
The first museum dedicated
to an artist couple

Diese Maßnahme wird mitfinanziert mit Steuermitteln auf Grundlage des von
den Abgeordneten des Sächsischen Landtages beschlossenen Haushalts.

C L A R A & R O B E RT

WEDDED
B LI S S
Discover the Leipzig years of the Schumanns with all the
senses – with the first museum dedicated to an artist
couple! Experience the story of this “experiment of an
artist marriage”. The works created here, the “marriage
diary”, and the song cycle “Liebesfrühling” which they
composed together, accompany visitors through the
museum, showing how modern this married couple was
and touching us even today.

The Wieck educational ideal | the school of today

EDUCATION ROOM
Touch Clara Schumann’s hand and make
tones and even entire compositions by
herself sound: with a sound installation
by Erwin Stache.

Art and Love | Children | Money

MARRIAGE-EXPERIMENT ROOM
Come in and experience a new art form! With visual
features made by Magdalene Melchers, visitors can
transform the room into three different topics with the
help of six projectors.

A creative partnership

Works composed in Leipzig

SCHUMANN SALON

LISTENING ROOM

Take a seat and experience the
atmosphere of the salon where
Clara and Robert Schumann
received famous personalities
and close friends.

Listen and study Clara and Robert’s works
which they composed in Leipzig.

Playful

SOUND ROOM
Whether playing sound-pairs or creating a sound mystery
story: Play in this room with the sound installation by
Erwin Stache.

“Posterity shall see us as
one heart and one soul …”
(Robert Schumann)
Pincushion beloning to
Clara Schumann

The things that fulfill her make him sick.

TRAVEL ROOM
Join in and embark on the two concert tours which started
in Leipzig and went to Denmark (1842) and Russia (1844).
The large travel trunk presents a re-enacted scene of Clara
Schumann’s performance in the form of a Pepper’s Ghost.

